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Thanks for joining the conversation. Remember, your photos, content and comments can be used on the TODAY show and on its digital and social platforms. You must be a parent or guardian of any minor who appears in any content you post or must have parental permission to do so. If you have any questions, please contact
today.community@tidalmail.com. Last updated on December 18, 2020 Nights of the week are wild. There are hobby meetings, sporting events, date nights, night work calls, bath time for kids, TV show premiers (of course), and there are also... Dinner? Trying to moor yourself in making a recipe, eating dinner (let alone enjoying food) and
cleaning the kitchen in less than an hour always seemed to take some kind of divine intervention. Well, let me introduce you to the energy pressure cooker, also known as the game changer. The electric pressure cooker makes the impossible possible. You can create a healthy and balanced meal in less than an hour from start to finish.
Even decadent dishes like braised short ribs or whole meals like salmon with potatoes and broccoli can be enjoyed from start to finish with breeze on a weekning night. Is there anything easier than throwing all the food in a pot and letting the pot do the job? I can't think of anything. It's as if you significantly update the kitchen staple
already, the crockpot. Here are some of my favorite energy pressure cooker recipes to get dinner at the table under pressure: 1. Ramen SoupFor those nights when all you need is a big hug, ramen is the perfect dish! High in anti-inflammatory ingredients such as fresh ginger, garlic and spinach this 20-minute soup is good for you in every
way. This quick ramen is balanced with lean chicken protein and boiled eggs, noodle starches, and a salty broth that makes you crave more! To hit this recipe even more nutritionally, try doubling the carrot and spinach for extra vitamin power.~ Check out the recipe here!2. 4-minute salmon, broccoli and potatoesWhat's better than a
perfectly balanced meal in just 4 minutes? I can't think of anything! This wonderfully fatty fish blends so well with super food broccoli and potato starch that you won't believe it was made in such a short time! Salmon is a great source of Omega-3 fatty acids (also known as fish oil) that helps our heart, skin, joints, GI tract, and more!~ Check
out the recipe here!3. GyrosA hot beef pita wrapped around freshly made gyroscopes, toppings, and even Tzatziki sauce, oh mine! This recipe goes from fridge to plate in less than an hour with only 15 minutes of preparation time! When creating the Tzatziki, be sure to grab plain Greek yogurt. This yogurt is naturally higher in protein,
adding another nutritional benefit to this great dish! You can also opt for a whole wheat pita to add some extra fiber too!~ Check out the recipe here!4. Gambes boilThese recipe is for summer beach nights, a classic recipe for boiling prawns that you don't have to spend all day preparing! This recipe is to eat fun finger to the fullest! It is
delicious, satisfying and tastes best when served at a picnic table. To take this recipe to the next level, adjust the proportions of vegetables to protein. By increasing corn and decreasing the amount of Andouille sausage, you can decrease total sodium and calories while increasing fiber and vitamins!~ Check out the recipe here!5. Mexican
quinoaThe perfect food of a pot with fiber, protein and a lot of flavor! This is a vegetarian and meat lover dream! Quinoa is the perfect replacement for white rice in this classic recipe, while complementing beans to create a protein-packed dish. In addition, adding all these vegetables creates a meal that is full of flavor. Top this Mexican
quinoa with fresh avocado to round it off perfectly.~ Check out the recipe here!6. Lo MeinThis Lo Mein will trample on any greasy desire and take you out without the usual guilt! It's not very often, you can replace a sinful bowl of food to carry out with something so delicious and easy to make at home! Make this Lo Mein in less than 15
minutes from start to finish. This is faster than it takes for the dealer to show up at the door!~ Check out the recipe here!7. Whole chicken Rostisseria Everyone knows that the secret of batch cooking is having a whole chicken cooked to use in various ways throughout the week! This recipe makes roast chicken more perfectly moist that
can be used as it is, for tacos, for soup, and for sandwiches throughout the week! Tip: Keep bones and bowls to make an amazing chicken broth to have on hand! Cooking the longer broth and at a lower temperature will create a delicious bone broth rich in vitamins, minerals and protein.~ Check out the recipe here!8. Chicken soup and
lentilsThat is the most coziest soup around! Rich in protein, fiber and B vitamins, this soup will fulfill all your desires! It also couldn't be easier for a hasty working day meal, all you have to do is cut and let your energy pressure cooker get the job done! In just 30 minutes, you'll have a warming soup that the whole family can enjoy!~ Check
out a recipe coup here!9. Did vegan Quinoa Burrito BowlsIs out there someone who doesn't enjoy a good bowl of burrito? This vegetable bowl is the perfect meal of a pot that is easily customizable! From vegans to meat lovers, everyone will enjoy this easy, fiber-rich bowl. Add the ingredients you want to create a burrito bowl that's as
good as a restaurant's!~ Take a look at the here!10. Rice and beansThe classic rice and bean dish is a staple for many reasons. It is full of perfectly complemented proteins, great texture and balanced seasonings. Now, you can create this balanced filling meal in less than an hour! No more pre-soaking these beans! This season perfectly
seasoned, seasoned, Balanced food will have everyone fighting for another bowl! ~ Let's check the recipe here!11. Summer Quinoa SaladY your fresh berries in season were made for this quick salad! Take this nutrient dense salad to a party or serve it as light, summer dinner to have everyone ordering the recipe! Quinoa, fruits,
vegetables and nuts create a perfectly balanced dish with all food groups. You can top up this salad with cooked chicken breast or leave it as it may to meet everyone's needs!~ Check out the recipe here!12. Minestrone SoupThese minestrone soup is quick and veggie complete so it's perfect for any evening dinner of the week! It is rich in
vitamin C, antioxidants and vitamin A making it the perfect dinner for the whole family! Tip: Use whole grain noodles to boost the fiber and B vitamins of this tasty dish!~ Check out the recipe here!13. Chicken garlic lemonMake your protein and side dish at the same time with tasty chicken that the whole family will love! In less than an hour,
you can have a beautiful dish balanced with vegetables and protein. This tasty lemon garlic chicken will give you the protein and excitement to season any dish!~ Check out the recipe here!14. Chicken FajitasQuick, easy and very few dirty dishes are used to create these fajitas that will rival even your favorite Mexican restaurant! Feel free
to top these up with whatever you want, but be sure to include fresh avocado for a hit on vitamins and minerals. Tip: If you enjoy sour cream in your fajitas, opt for flat Greek yogurt that is higher in protein, lower in calories, and just as tasty!~ Check out the recipe here!15. CurryA coconut chicken great bowl of coconut chicken curry over
rice is what dreams are made of! This bright and tasty dish is full of vegetables and lean proteins without dryness! What usually take a few hours, create this colorful dish in just 30 minutes with your energy pressure cooker!~ Check out the recipe here!16. Cashew ChickenThary take-out may be on your plate in just 20 minutes, but you can
pretend it took hours to create when everyone orders the recipe! You can double the green pepper to increase the vegetables without sacrificing any flavor. Serve this classic on brown rice for extra fiber and minerals.~ Check out the recipe here!17. MeatloafMeatloaf has been a staple of the menu since sliced bread, but it never took just
20 minutes to make! This recipe includes meat bread and sides to create a dream of a pot. Perfect for serving after long working days, this dish is a comforting staple. And don't be fooled by the short time This meat loaf is the best of both worlds : it's juicy and quick to make!~ Check out the recipe here! Despite their apparent roots in the
concept of stains, energy pressure cooker meals are apt to be much healthier. No need for fatty sauces to create flavor and prevent dryness, energy pressure energy use the heat generated by water to cook food. This leads to more taste without dryness and generally thinner meals. Electric pressure cooker is the answer for anyone
striving for healthy, balanced meals with a crazy weeknout schedule. You can really do it all. Do not be disappointed and you will feel great after enjoying healthy and balanced meals while juggling easily with all the activities you enjoy! Featured photo credit: Unsplash unsplash.com can't stop watching the records at night? Compression
stockings –tight elastic socks that tighten the muscles of the legs- can put an end to snoring, according to a recent study published in the American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine. Researchers studied fluid retention in men with sleep apnea — a disorder in which their breathing becomes superficial or even stops for a
while during the night. This usually occurs because the airway collapses or crashes, which makes it harder for air to pass into the lungs. No, no. In the study, however, men who wore high thigh compression stockings every day for a week reduced their sleep problems by more than a third compared to when they were not wearing them.
Why do compression stockings help? Some men who suffer from sleep apnea can pack four times more fluid into their legs than men who don't suffer from it, says study author T. Douglas Bradley, M.D., director of the Center for Sleep Medicine and Circadian Biology at the University of Toronto. When you get into the night, gravity forces
this liquid towards the neck, limiting the airways. But compression stockings drive blood back to the heart and reduce swelling in feet and legs throughout the day. (Get more health tips sent directly to your inbox every day by registering in our free daily dose newsletter.) But let's face it: These stockings can be a bit uncomfortable and,
frankly, a bit of a goofy look. So we turned to W. Christopher Winter, M.D., men's health sleep advisor and the medical director of the Sleep Medicine Center at Martha Jefferson Hospital in Virginia, more fashionable treatments. Follow these three amazing ways to trim the snoring. Take off your back There's a reason your wife or girlfriend
makes you spin in the middle of the night. Staying off your back reduces snoring, says Dr. Winter. See, snoring is a combination of an unstable airway and vibrations, and experience the greatest instability of the airways when you're face up, he says. If sleeping next to or in the stomach is easier said than done, place a few pillows against
your back or buy a high loft pillow —which is designed with the as the highest point— to prevent it from rolling. Still no luck? It may be time to go to the extreme: Some of Dr Winter's patients with sleep apnea or snoring problems sew tennis balls into socks on the back of their shirt, keeping them from on the back at night. Making some
music that can sound like a trumpet when you snooze, but learning to play one could actually put an end to your midnight musical forever. Playing a brass instrument or woodwind tones the muscles of the upper airways, allowing better control of airway dilation, says Dr Winter. In other words, you'll breathe easier while you sleep. And if
playing the jazz flute like Ron Burgundy isn't an option, singing in the shower can also be helpful. Avoiding a nightcap alcohol is a muscle relaxer that relieves tension in the muscles of your airway - and a relaxed airway leads to snoring, says Dr. Winter. So make sure you have your last pint or glass at least 3 to 4 hours before bedtime. If
you liked this story, you'll love these: Need 8 hours? 5 Sleep Bugs You Don't Know You're Doing Like Sleeping Gut This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar to piano.io piano.io
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